


Puur Borduur  
I am Suzan Beynon, a self taught textile artist from Amsterdam.

In 2021 I started creating modern embroidered artwork for on the wall. I was so taken by this that I quit my 
regular job at the publishing house I worked for and started focusing on embroidery.

New work arises naturally as I work and I get inspiration from everywhere: nature, photography, (interior)
architecture, art. I make modern, often colorful textile art. The artworks I embroider arise organically, without a 
preconceived plan and directly from within myself. My work is abstract with graphic elements. 

I work with cotton and wool and sometimes incorporate other materials into my work such as buttons, beads 
and shells. Each work is handmade made, is pure embroidery and can usually be hung in four different ways.





The work with the dark brown areas 
(left) I made first. When it was ready 
I made another work with the same 
basic colors but with a different, slightly 
lighter, color scheme. They fit well 
together.

Size: 45 x 92 cm per work.

Together





A vacation in Brittany inspired me to 
this work. There I found the shells that 
are incorporated in this work.

Size: 92,5 x 92,5 cm.

Beach





The frame inspired me to use these 
colors.

Size: 60 x 60 cm.

Matrix





The yellow area in the middle was 
the starting point, and from there the 
colored divisions arose naturally as I 
worked.

Size: 95,5 x 93,5 cm.

Yellow & Blue





The first work I made which therefore 
has a special meaning for me.

Size: 60 x 60 cm.

Birth





Purple is one of my favorite colors.The 
color represents strength, energy and 
creativity but is also seen as a symbol 
of spirituality, meditation and silence. 

Size: 75,5 x 145,5 cm.

Purple



Take a look at my website or instagram

Curious?

https://www.suzanbeynon.nl/
http://www.instagram.com/suzanbeynon/



